SEARCH TOPICS to use with LINCCWeb and Internet searches on SPANISH.
Spanish          Spanish History          Spanish language
Spanish poetry

LIBRARY MATERIALS on SPANISH are located upstairs under call numbers PN, PC and PQ. A few examples are listed below:

Contemporary Spanish Poetry; Selections from Ten Poets          PQ6267.E3 T8 1968
Getting to Know Spanish; Complete Text          PC411.M874
How to Pronounce Spanish          PC4137.H3
Teach Yourself Everyday Spanish          PC2112.C6

ELECTRONIC DATABASES:  http://www.chipola.edu/library/
*See student login instructions for databases on Library home page.
Click on “How to Use Chipola Databases” listed on the left side.

Select this image on the Library home page to proceed to the Chipola College catalog. Then select any of the database tabs (at top of page) to proceed to sign in as instructed on the Library home page link listed above*.

Select “Mango Languages” in the database listing.

Internet Sites on Spanish include but are not limited to:

http://www.spanishnewyork.com  This link includes how to type Spanish characters and accents using windows or Macintosh. Select “Spanish Text Characters” in side bar. Other sidebar items that may be useful are online Spanish keyboard, Spanish English Dictionaries and Translators, automatic Spanish verb conjugation practice and many more.

www.omniglot.com

PERIODICALS (housed in the library)
People

REFERENCE and CIRCULATION BOOKS on SPANISH include but are not limited to the following:

New Revised Velázquez Spanish & English Dictionary          REF PC4640 .V5 1964
Webster’s New World Concise Spanish English Dictionary          REF PC4640 .W43 2006
Seven Language Dictionary          REF P361 .S55 2000

K-12 (Children’s Books) have Spanish books in Sections E, F, and others.
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